For looking at ordinary photographic pictures it has long been customary to use an enlarging stereoscope. The first of these was the HELMOLTZ lens stereoscope, of which the ZEISS stereoscope is a development. As roentgen pictures have now attained such sharpness that it is possible to profit by looking at them in an enlarged form, and more particulary in a stereoscopic enlargement, we have here tested the instruments from ZEISS which have kindly been placed at our disposal by Mr GEORG SCEI~NANDER; the engineer who is the general agent of the firm in this country.
For stereoscopic purposes, and even for uniocular enlargement, it has proved most expedient to use an ordinary fieldglass, which is provided with attachable lenses of different strengths. Our fieldglass is a ))Silvamars. In order to look at pinctures taken with an intensifying screen it is not appropriate to go higher than an enlargement of l'i2-3 times, with attachable lenses + 0 . 2 5 + 0.50. As the picture ( fig. 1) shows, the field-glass is then placed on an ordinary table in front of a light-box. The two pictures are separated by a dark screen. One may also look at the pictures through an ordinary WETEATSTONE mirror stereoscope, but the mirrors must be large enough to cover the looking out pupilles of the glass (12 em.). When one is working with a greater enlargement, it is not necessary t o separate the pictures by a screen. One looks at them best in a smaller light-box, so that the roentgen pictures can be placed horizontally and moved about with the hand in such a way that they coincide stereoscopically ( fig. 2 ). For the greater enlargements, of course, one must make use of small pictures (or cut the films). The largest films one can look at are 13-18 lengthwise. We recommend the use of the attachable lenses + 0.25 + 0.50 + 0 . 8 3 + 1.25 for stereo- wopic enlargement. In uniocular enlargement one can make use of still more powerful lenses. The weaker enlargements are of great iisc! for looking stereoscopically at the sinus and processus mastoideus. At this Institute there is now being carried out a roentgenanatomic study of pars petrosa in which the stereoscopic enlargement has proved extremely useful, and which will be published later in Acta RadioZogicn. The greater enlargements have proved useful in the study of changes in the bone system, a subject which has been taken up for examination on this basis and which also will be published.
SUMMARY
The writer uses an ordinar ZEISS field-glass and attachable lenses both for uniocular enlargements a n 8 for stereoscopic enlargements and examines the question as to what attachable lenses are best suited for roentgen examination. 
Z U S A M M E N F A S S U N G

RESUME
L'auteur utilise une jumelle ZEISS ordinaire avec lentille amovible, aussi bien pour l'agrandissement monoculaire que pour agrandissement stkr6oscopjque et pose la question de savoir quelles sont les lentilles amovibles le mieux adaptkes h l'examen radiographique.
